ROOM SERVICE

Breakfast Doorknob Card
SESSION OBJECTIVES

After the end of the session one should be able to know What is breakfast doorknob card.
Contents

- Breakfast door knob card
- Significances
Breakfast door knob card

- Breakfast doorknob card is a form of menu to order breakfast night before & with a facility to be hang on doorknob outside the room.
Breakfast door knob card

- A menu with facility to be hang on doorknob
- With all breakfast options
- Time slot (for food delivery)
- Important message with regards to the door knob card
- Time to which doorknob should be hanged outside their door.
- Their should be space for the guest to write their name, room no, important message.
Review

After the end of the session one should be able to know that breakfast doorknob card is a form of menu to order breakfast night before & with a facility to be hang on doorknob outside the room.
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